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Therma-Tru. You’re in expert hands.

D I S C O V E R
Choosing Therma-Tru isn’t about just selecting a door. 

It’s about designing an inspired entrance. Creating a 

look everyone will love. And having con�dence that it 

will perform for years to come. 

Whether it’s Classic or Contemporary – or somewhere 

in between – Therma-Tru offers virtually unlimited 

choices to complement the architecture of a home 

and a homeowner’s sense of style.

But it’s more than beauty that makes Therma-Tru 

the brand builders and remodelers prefer most.* 

With more than 50 years of industry experience and 

technical know-how, we’ve built a reputation for 

delivering high-quality, low-maintenance exterior door 

products for the whole house – from entry to patio.

We invented the �berglass door because we believe 

it combines the best characteristics of wood and 

steel – beauty and performance – without the 

compromises. And we remain committed to  

making smart, innovative new products – such as the 

Classic-Craft Canvas Collection and vented sidelites 

– that are better and more beautiful every year.

Whatever the entrance needs – from energy 

ef�ciency to security – your search ends here.  

You’ll �nd a range of Therma-Tru® products to  

meet the criteria for the home and suit the 

homeowner’s lifestyle.

That’s where the beauty of choosing  

Therma-Tru begins. 
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Uncompromising 
quality, inside  
and out.

Therma-Tru® Door Systems

A Therma-Tru door with genuine Therma-Tru components is more than a 

beautiful door – it’s a complete door system. One that offers uncompromising 

quality, inside and out. We manufacture or specify every aspect – from the 

glass to the hinges – all engineered with craftsman precision for durability 

and reliability through the years. So you can be con�dent that it will perform 

as exceptionally as it looks.

Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for details on limited warranties and exclusions, and ENERGY STAR qualified products.
Right Page: Classic-Craft Rustic Collection Door – CCR205; Smooth-Star, Clear Glass with GBGs, Sidelites – S1170SL, Transom – 19220T; Clavos

Quality Testing

Our doors, glass and components are 

held to high standards. We conduct 

thorough testing to help ensure 

that our products will live up to a 

homeowner’s toughest quality and 

performance expectations. 

Energy Efficiency

In any region or climate, energy 

ef�ciency is key. More than 80% of 

Therma-Tru door and glass options 

are ENERGY STAR® quali�ed and 

National Fenestration Rating Council 

(NFRC) certi�ed, helping save money 

on energy costs.

Lifetime Limited Warranty

We stand behind more parts and for 

longer than other door companies 

because we make or specify everything 

that goes into our door system. A  

Therma-Tru �berglass door system 

is backed by the industry’s most 

comprehensive lifetime limited warranty. 

Backed by our lifetime limited warranty.
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Decorative & Specialty Glass
Complement any Therma-Tru  

door with a variety of glass shapes 

and designs. More on pages 16–19.

Door Selections
Find choices in design, texture and 

material with many con�gurations 

available to �nd the ideal door 

system. More on pages 8–15.

Door System Components
Have con�dence in a door system 

made with genuine Therma-Tru 

components to meet the needs of 

many applications. More on  

pages 6–7.

The architectural beauty of a Therma-Tru door is easy to see. With 

the look of real wood, rich panel details and intricate, handcrafted 

decorative glass designs, there are thousands of possibilities to suit 

the style of a home and express a homeowner’s personal style.

The Beauty of Choice Selecting a Door System 

Therma-Tru pays close attention to regional  

and consumer trends to deliver choices 

designed to inspire. Keep these considerations 

in mind when choosing from our portfolio of 

door system products:

 What is the size of the doorway?

 What is the style of the home?

 Does the homeowner want to stain or  

paint the door?

 How much light or privacy is desired?

Also consider:

 Regional weather conditions and building 

codes. See pages 22–23 for more.

 Therma-Tru 2015 new products.  

See pages 24–31 for more.
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Finish Options
Complete the desired look with  

stain or paint, including the  

Same-Day® Stain kit available in 

seven popular �nish colors. More  

on pages 254–255.
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Corner seal pads (inswing only) 
complete the seal between the 
sill cap, bottom sweep and 
weatherstrip to help block 
potential pathways where  
wind-driven moisture can  
in�ltrate the bottom corner of  
the door system. 

Weatherstrip is speci�cally 
engineered in a variety of pro�les 
to provide the best possible �t 
with our door systems, helping to 
deliver a precise seal between the 
door and frame.

Engineered to Work Together
Our complete door systems feature 

doors, glass and components 

engineered to work together to  

resist leaks and drafts, and help 

maintain energy ef�ciency and 

weather resistance.

Hinges position the door 
to properly compress the 
weatherstrip to help form a tight, 
even seal against air and moisture 
in�ltration when the door closes.

Sill and bottom sweep form a tight 
seal against wind-driven moisture 
in�ltration at the bottom of the door 
system and help channel moisture 
away from the home. Sill pan 
(recommended) adds an extra layer 
of protection to help keep moisture 
away from the sub�oor.

Corner 
Seal Pad

Weatherstrip

Sill

Air & 
Moisture

Weatherstrip

Hinge

Air & Moisture

1
2

3

4

5

6

Bottom 
Sweep

Sill

Air & 
Moisture

Bottom Sweep

Sill Pan

1

2 3 4

Air & Moisture

Weatherstrip

Sill Cap

Sill Cap
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Multi-Point 
Lock

Weatherstrip

Tru-Defense: The Ultimate Protection Water Infiltration Cash Reimbursement Limit

Latch and Deadbolt Lock with Standard Assembly:  $250
 with a Therma-Tru Sill Pan: $500

Multi-Point Lock with Standard Assembly:  $750
 with a Therma-Tru Sill Pan: $1,500

Multi-Point Lock with NAFS-Certi�ed Door System: $1,000
 with a Therma-Tru Sill Pan: $2,000

Therma-Tru �berglass doors are available with our exclusive 
Tru-Defense® system, which integrates speci�c components 
engineered and tested to deliver outstanding protection in all 
kinds of weather conditions. And it’s backed by a Warranty 
Rider that provides for cash reimbursement that may be used 
toward secondary damage to �ooring and trim, and the labor to 
make repairs if water in�ltration occurs.* Look for the ( ) icon.  
For details, visit www.thermatru.com/trudefense.

A Complete Door System
More than beautiful doors and glass; a complete door system includes the 
components used to assemble it. We manufacture or specify every aspect  
of a complete door system. The Therma-Tru genuine components shown  
here are our premium options for long-lasting durability.

Resilient design compresses when 
closed and springs back when 
open, protected by a durable jacket, 
for long-lasting sealing power.

*For full details on the Tru-Defense Warranty Rider, visit www.thermatru.com/trudefense. The Rider does not warrant workmanship of anyone who assembles or 
installs a Tru-Defense door system, nor any damages caused by improper handling, assembly or installation.

Multi-point locking system 
(recommended) engages the door 
and frame at three points from top 
to bottom, helping to preserve the 
weatherstrip’s seal even under 
wind pressure.

Lip-lite frame (shown right) features 
a compression seal against 
weather on the outside of the door 
and an adhesive seal against 
weather on the outside of the glass. 
Flush-glazed glass (shown left) is 
built directly into the door without  
a Lip-lite frame, featuring a  
high-performance adhesive 
weather seal inside and out.

Removable 
Weatherstrip  

Increased engagement between door 
and frame enhances stability and the 
homeowner’s sense of security. 
(Highly recommended for 8'0" and double 
�berglass doors. Not recommended for  
steel doors.)

Multi-Point 
Locking Systems  

 (Recommended)

Hinges with ball bearings protecting 
each hinge pivot, or “knuckle”, offer 
added support and stability. 
(Recommended for Classic-Craft® doors, 8'0" 
doors, doors with glass, and Impact- and  
Fire-rated �berglass doors.)

Ball-Bearing 
Hinges  

Check with your Therma-Tru seller 
for options to complete the door 
system, including rot-resistant 
brickmould, jambs, mullions and  
coil cladding manufactured to  
our speci�cations.

Frame 
Components

Innovative options include our 
patented jamb assembly, featuring 
the 7-shape corner seal pad which 
creates an air pocket that helps 
prevent a vacuum from wicking 
moisture up the weatherstrip.

7-Shape Corner 
Seal Pads   
(Inswing Only)

A dual-bulb, dual-�n design 
helps maintain tight contact with 
adjustable sill caps and creates 
added barriers against moisture.

Dual-Bulb / 
Dual-Fin Bottom 
Sweeps   
(Inswing Only)

Inswing and outswing composite 
sills resist rotting and insects. 
Inswing adjustable sills help to 
maintain a tight seal over time. 

Composite 
Adjustable 
Sills  

For more, including these additional 
component options, see pages 
245–253:
Sill Pans , Rain Protection , 
Strike Plate and Astragals .

6

5

Air & 
Moisture

Air & 
Moisture

Adhesive Seal

Compression 
Seal

Adhesive Seal
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Classic-Craft® Collections Pages 32–105

Find the right style for any personality. Choose from premium �berglass 

entryways in four wood grains or a smooth surface that rival custom wood.

Door Selections
Choose from our many door selections to complement the architectural style of the home with a variety of options. Fiberglass 

or steel material choice. Wood-grained or smooth texture. Stainable or paintable �nish. 

American Style CollectionTM Mahogany CollectionTM

Canvas Collection®

Oak CollectionTMRustic CollectionTM

Note: Finish colors may vary from an actual application due to fluctuations in finishing or printing.  
See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for more, including details on limited warranties and exclusions.

Classic-Craft®

Collection™

Entry Doors

Rated a Consumers Digest 

Best Buy for its exceptional 

warranty, quality of materials and 

construction, and resemblance  

to a real wood door.
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Smooth-Star® Pages 107–191

A smooth, ready-to-paint �berglass door 

that offers excellent performance and value.

Mahogany CollectionTM

Smooth-Star®

Oak CollectionTM

ProfilesTM Traditions

Fiber-Classic® Collections Pages 106–191

The industry’s �rst �berglass door delivers the look and feel of  

real Mahogany and Oak with excellent performance and value.

Steel Pages 192–216

Bring style and affordability together to create very  

attractive results with our steel doors.

GlassDoorDoor & Glass

Pulse® Pages 222–233

Pulse is form and function. Sleek, modern designs and 

retro glamour in entrances that perform to our standards.

Ari Línea SoleiEcho

Fiberglass Steel
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See the difference.
Discover architecturally correct designs, exclusive  

glass options and rich, authentic finishes.

Feel the difference. 
Experience the integrity of a solid, precision-engineered 

entryway built for long-term durability, stability and 

peace of mind.  

Extraordinary in every way.
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Classic-Craft®  
Premium Entryways

Architecturally correct for true classic beauty.  
Doors designed to be architecturally correct, with proportions modeled 
after classic architectural principles, to create a more premium entryway.

A premium entryway that’s truly unique 

and uncompromising in every detail. 

One that blends precision-engineered 

features with architecturally correct 

details to produce an entryway that 

performs as exceptionally as it looks – 

instilling con�dence and peace of mind. 

And it’s rated a Consumers Digest Best 

Buy for its exceptional warranty, quality 

of materials and construction, and 

resemblance to a real wood door.

Classic-Craft Premium Door Standard Fiberglass Door

Premium –  
right down to  
the edge.  
A solid hardwood 
square edge 
delivers a genuine 
wood appearance.

Compare for yourself.

The look of real wood.  
Realistic wood grains that are  
virtually indistinguishable from  
high-grade wood doors, thanks to 
Therma-Tru’s AccuGrain® technology. 

Details that define a custom door. 
Crisp, handcrafted elegance creates 
embossments that are deeper than 
standard �berglass doors.

Up to  
25% wider 

panels*

*Compared to other standard fiberglass doors.
Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for details on limited warranties and exclusions.
Left Page: Classic-Craft Mahogany Collection, Ashurst Glass, Door – CCM305, Sidelites – CCM3305SL, Transom – ASRT

Standard fiberglass 
bullnose edge.
The bullnose pro�le, 
typical of other 
�berglass doors, 
detracts from the 
authentic wood look.

Classic-Craft®

Collection™

Entry Doors
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Find options to �t every entrance.
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Fiber-Classic®  
& Smooth-Star® 
Doors

Portfolio versatility.  
With many door styles in common and interchangeable glass 
designs between collections, it allows �exibility to �nd the 
right door, in the right texture, without compromises. 

Bring home the authentic look of wood doors with  

the low-maintenance bene�ts of �berglass. From 

front entry to patio to utility doors, the Fiber-Classic 

and Smooth-Star portfolio offers �exible options to �t 

virtually every entrance with beautiful, energy-ef�cient, 

durable and secure �berglass doors. Choose from a 

wide range of door styles and sizes, and decorative 

and specialty glass, as well as innovative solutions 

like vented sidelites. Also available: Impact-, Fire- and 

Sound Transmission Class- (STC) rated options. 

On-trend surfaces. 
Available in a variety of textures, including grain choices 
with the look of real wood or a smooth, paintable alternative 
to steel. (Wood-grained images shown in Light Oak stain.)

High-definition panel embossments.  
High-de�nition panel embossments are standard on all 
doors and sidelites.

Left Page Top: Fiber-Classic Oak Collection, Sedona Glass, Door – FC100, Sidelites – FC816SL
Left Page Bottom Left: Smooth-Star, Screen Vented Lite, Door – S243
Left Page Bottom Right: Smooth-Star, Clear Glass, Door – S8140
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1  Enhanced Weather Resistance

 No more worries about rotting, warping or twisting. 

Classic-Craft premium entryways are tested and 

designed to resist extreme weather conditions and 

the damaging effects of moisture. Both the top and 

bottom of the door are protected by composite 

rails for a longer-lasting entryway.

2  Solid Security

 Classic-Craft premium entryways feel solid 

and close with authority. A 4-1⁄8" wide beam of 

engineered lumber runs from the top to the bottom 

of the locking side of the door to add mass and 

rigidity, giving the door weight and a natural  

wood feel.

3  Excellent Durability

 Built to stand up to the elements and years of wear, 

Classic-Craft’s fiberglass skins are thicker than 

other standard fiberglass doors to provide added 

durability and better long-term performance.

4  Higher R-Values

 Classic-Craft premium entryways contribute to an 

energy-efficient home. A polyurethane foam core 

provides up to four times the insulating R-Value  

of wood.*

5  Edge-to-Edge Moisture Protection

 Resist moisture at every turn – and along every 

edge. Classic-Craft premium entryways have 

hardwood and composite edges that help prevent 

moisture penetration.

1

Classic-Craft® Premium Entryways 

Door Construction
Therma-Tru fiberglass doors offer the authentic look of wood. It’s virtually impossible to tell the difference. But the beauty goes beyond 

skin deep. We combine craftsmanship and innovation to build our doors for long-lasting energy efficiency, durability and security.

*Comparison of fiberglass to wood doors (both without glass).
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1  Weather Resistance

 Composite rails protect the door at the 

top and bottom edges to help block 

moisture that can wick into doors.

2  Security

 An enhanced lock block combined with 

1-1⁄4" engineered lumber lock and hinge 

stiles increase rigidity and stability.

3  Durability

 With very little maintenance, a fiberglass 

door can bring a home years of 

durability. Unlike wood, fiberglass  

will not warp or rot. And, unlike steel,  

it will not dent or rust. 

4  R-Values

 Built with a polyurethane foam core, 

Therma-Tru fiberglass doors insulate 

against cold and heat for exceptional 

energy efficiency, offering up to four 

times the insulating R-Value of wood.*

Fiber-Classic® & Smooth-Star® Doors

1

2

3

1

4
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Classic-Craft® Premium Entryways

 An exclusive collection of 13 decorative glass families, 

starting on page 32.

 Close attention to detail produces truly distinctive 

designs you won’t �nd anywhere else.

 More than 10% wider glass* welcomes more light  

into the home and creates a distinctive entryway.

 Fiberglass lite frames are made with the same material 

as the door to blend seamlessly with the rest of the 

entryway when stained or painted.

 All sidelites are made with �ush-glazed glass for a  

truly seamless, consistent appearance.

 All clear glass options are Low-E, providing  

long-term energy ef�ciency.

Doors come to life with Therma-Tru® glass.

*Compared to other standard fiberglass doors.
Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com  
for details on ENERGY STAR qualified products.

A Therma-Tru door system with decorative glass can create an  

entrance that makes a statement — one that says the homeowner  

has high standards for style, quality and craftsmanship.

 Our wide array of glass designs, from simple to intricate, re�ect the 

home design trends and homeowner desires of today and tomorrow.

 Numerous glass colors, textures, shapes and caming options are  

available to complement any Therma-Tru door.

 Our glass designs are researched in the market to ensure they  

are highly rated in consumer preference.

 Our decorative glass is handcrafted and built with all-glass bevels  

for premium quality.

 Our glass designs offer varying levels of privacy and light to suit 

homeowner needs.

 All Low-E and clear glass panels are tempered to provide  

added safety.

Classic-Craft  
Premium Glass

Classic-Craft 
Flush-Glazed 
Sidelite

Standard Glass

More than 10%  
wider glass*

Decorative & Specialty Glass 
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Doors come to life with Therma-Tru® glass.

Fiber-Classic® & Smooth-Star® Doors

 A portfolio of 16 interchangeable decorative glass 

designs, starting on page 110.

 Standard 22" glass width with Lip-lite frame and  

�ush-glazed options with 25"–27" glass width invite light 

into the home for a more brilliant interior. See page 169 

for �ush-glazed options.

 Lip-lite frames are heat and fade resistant, and  

suitable for use with a storm door.

 Low-E glass is available for internal blinds, divided lites 

and clear glass, providing exceptional energy ef�ciency.

Special Quote Program

Don’t sacri�ce the look you want. With thousands of 

standard glass choices and additional glass options 

available through special quote, we can help you �nd 

the right look for virtually any home. See page 256.

Triple-Pane Construction
Most decorative and privacy glass 
features triple-pane construction  
for reduced outside noise and 
increased energy efficiency.

Contributes to an  
energy-efficient home.
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Low-E Glass
Factory-coated Low-E glass delivers exceptional energy 

ef�ciency. Available in Classic-Craft, Fiber-Classic, 

Smooth-Star, Pro�les, Traditions and Pulse. Look for  

the ( ) icon.

In cold weather, Low-E 
glass can help reduce the 
loss of heat by re�ecting 
the heat back inside  
the home.

In warm weather, Low-E 
glass re�ects the sun’s rays 
off of the glass, helping 
to keep the interior of the 
home cool.

Privacy Glass
All Therma-Tru doors and sidelites can be �tted with our 

four elegant privacy glass designs – Chord, Chinchilla, 

Rainglass and Granite. Each of them enhances a home 

with privacy, peace of mind and the beauty of textured 

glass, while still allowing natural light to brighten  

the interior.

 Varying opacity levels range from 8–10 to �nd the right 

balance of privacy and light for the home.

 All privacy glass options are triple-pane, providing 

added security, thermal ef�ciency and reduced  

sound transmission.

 Triple-pane construction also allows for an  

easy-to-clean surface.

Available in Classic-Craft®, Fiber-Classic®, Smooth-Star®, 

Pro�lesTM, Traditions and Pulse® doors and sidelites.

*Available in Special Quote Program.
Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for details on ENERGY STAR qualified products.
Top: Classic-Craft Canvas Collection, Chinchilla Glass, Door – CCV05020XJ, Sidelites – CCV100XJSL; Clear Glass, Transom – 19220T
Right Page: Smooth-Star, Clear Glass with SDLs / GBGs, Door – S92, Transom – 19200T

Flush-Glazed Glass 
Glass built directly into the door 

during the manufacturing process 

eliminates the need for a lite frame 

and provides a high-performance 

weather seal. Flush-glazed glass 

features clean lines and eliminates 

the need for screw plugs. It also 

offers up to a 16% increase in 

visible glass area compared to 

conventional lite frames.

Available in Classic-Craft, Fiber-Classic and Smooth-Star.  

Look for the ( ) icon. See page 117 for more.

Convenient choices for more light.

Features frameless design.
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Smooth-Star,  
Profiles & 
Traditions

1  Single-Hand Operator 2  Privacy Bar

1

2

Internal Blinds
Enjoy the privacy and convenience of a cordless blind enclosed between glass. 

Control the desired level of light and privacy with the simplicity of a single handle.

  Protected between two panes of tempered glass for enhanced safety  

and performance.

  With no dangling cords, this is a kid- and pet-friendly choice.

  Blinds remain dust free, and glass is easier to clean than traditional blinds.

  Choose Low-E glass for maximum energy efficiency or standard clear glass.

Available in Fiber-Classic®, Smooth-Star®, ProfilesTM, Traditions and Pulse® doors  

and sidelites.

Divided Lites
Enhance the beauty of any home with a variety 

of divided lite options for entry and patio doors. 

Tailor the look with different texture, profile and 

color choices. See page 116 for more.

  Coordinate with the home’s window patterns 

for a cohesive look and increased curb appeal. 

  Choose from Colonial, Craftsman or Prairie 

styles to suit the home’s architectural details.

  Available glass options include elegant privacy 

glass, energy-efficient Low-E and clear.

Available in Classic-Craft, Fiber-Classic,  

Smooth-Star, Profiles and Traditions.

Contour & Flat Grilles Between Glass 
(GBG) Bar Options
Available in Fiber-Classic, Smooth-Star,  
Profiles & Traditions.

GBG Color Options

White

Almond

Bronze

Tan*

Stone*

Wood-Grained & Smooth-Textured  
Simulated Divided Lite (SDL) Bar Options

Also Available: Removable Wood Grilles & 
Fixed Grilles

Fiber-ClassicClassic-Craft 
Canvas

Classic-Craft 
American Style
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For years, Classic-Craft premium entryways  

have defined beauty and durability for fiberglass 

doors. The innovative Canvas Collection delivers  

a high-performing alternative to custom wood 

and heavy-gauge steel. These doors pair 

durable Classic-Craft construction with crisp 

embossments and custom wood details. Find 

choices to match any home décor with a  

smooth surface that’s paintable inside and out, 

and available in more than 380 door and  

glass combinations. 

 The aesthetics of wood and the performance  

of �berglass in a smooth, paintable door.

 Extraordinary in every detail with  

precision-engineered features and  

architecturally correct details.

 The largest line of door and glass combinations 

available in any Classic-Craft collection.

 Classic-Craft is rated a Consumers Digest  

Best Buy for the �berglass entry door category.

 Available in many styles and sizes – including 

8'0" heights – to complement more home styles.

See the collection, starting on page 88.

What Makes Therma-Tru Different? 
Classic-Craft® Canvas Collection®

Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for details on limited warranties and exclusions, Tru-Defense Rider 
and ENERGY STAR qualified products.
Top: Classic-Craft Canvas Collection, Lucerna Glass, Doors – CCV22022

The premium smooth, paintable choice.

Classic-Craft®

Collection™

Entry Doors

Fire-Rated 
Options

Tru-Defense 
Eligible

WBDR / HVHZ  
Options
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Therma-Tru reinvented sidelites to meet  

the needs of homeowners seeking 

ventilation, convenience and aesthetics. 

Keep the incredible look of the entry or 

patio door system without sacrificing the 

pleasure of a fresh breeze. There’s no need 

to cover the door with a screen. Choose 

beautiful vented sidelites instead. And  

only Therma-Tru offers vented sidelites  

with decorative glass design options.

 Works as a small swinging door  

with sturdy stiles to accommodate 

hinges, multi-point locking system  

and thumbturn.

 Wide patio mullions provide required 

structural strength for years of 

dependable operation.

 Continuous system, recessed strike 

plates and multi-point locking gears 

provide security and stability.

 Convenient, removable screens – 

available in bronze and white – are easy 

to operate and designed for years of 

worry-free use. 

Available in Fiber-Classic and  

Smooth-Star, starting on page 106.

Ventilation and aesthetics second to none.

What Makes Therma-Tru Different?
Vented Sidelites

Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for details on limited warranties and exclusions, Tru-Defense Rider and ENERGY STAR qualified products.
Top: Smooth-Star, Flush-Glazed Glass with SDLs, Doors – S2000-4C, Sidelites – S2000SL-4C 
Bottom: Fiber-Classic Oak Collection, Saratoga Glass, Door – FC905, Sidelites – FC815SL

Perfect for the front entry.
 Enjoy the added curb appeal 

of an elegant front entry 
unobstructed by a screen or 
storm door. 

 Choose eye-catching,  
decorative glass designs to 
complement the front entry 
door selection.

Tru-Defense 
Eligible
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High-Power Testing 

Our Impact-rated doors pass 

a large missile impact test. We 

blast a 9 lb. 2" x 4" stud into the 

doors at 34 mph to prove they’re 

the better choice for strength 

and stability.

 Wind-Borne Debris Region 
(WBDR)

 High Velocity Hurricane Zone 
(HVHZ)

Th
er

m
a-
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Impact-Rated Products

Therma-Tru offers Impact-rated doors and glass that can 

be used to meet high-wind and coastal region codes and 

regulations, offering excellent performance in extreme 

weather conditions while providing added protection.

1  Use the map as a guide to find out if you 
need product for WBDR or HVHZ.
Always confirm building code requirements in your area 
before buying.*

WBDR / HVHZ Options: Look for this icon to find door and 

sidelite styles that can be configured for WBDR or HVHZ.

+ =STANDARD
DOOR

Designed to withstand wind 

forces up to 167 mph (DP-50). 

(ASTM E 1886 / ASTM E 1996)WBDR Option

*Product approvals show that the door system meets applicable codes when selected, assembled and installed as instructed.
**Impact and structural performance of a single Therma-Tru fiberglass door with a steel plate lining and a Therma-Tru multi-point locking system.
Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for product approvals and installation instructions. Always confirm building code requirements in 
your area before buying. Follow weather and news reports to assess severe weather situations and obey local authorities’ shelter and evacuation orders.  
No product guarantees safety for persons or property, nor makes any premises hurricane- or impact-proof. 
Right Page: Traditions, Clear Glass with GBGs, Door – TS108, Sidelites – 632SL

2  Use the icons to find available Therma-Tru® product options in this catalog.

3  Verify that there is a Therma-Tru product 
approval specific to your area for the door 
system configuration before buying.*

IMPACT
GLASS

Standard Fiberglass Door +  
Impact Laminated Glass with Impact Lip-Lite Frame 
= WBDR Option 

+ =IMPACT
DOOR

Designed to withstand wind 

forces up to 195 mph (DP-65).** 

(TAS 201 / TAS 203)HVHZ OptionIMPACT
GLASS

Impact Steel-Plate Reinforced Fiberglass Door +  
Impact Laminated Glass with Impact Lip-Lite Frame  
= HVHZ Option

4  Make sure the product is installed in  
compliance with the product approval to  
meet building codes.
The performance of the door system depends on how it 
is installed. Proper installation is required to comply with 
building codes.

Tough When You Need It. Beautiful Always.
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Other Considerations

 Fire Doors 

We offer an industry-leading selection of �berglass 20-Minute  

Fire-rated doors – with 20- and 90-Minute Fire-rated steel options 

available – for protection with a sense of style. See pages 217–221.

 Noise Reduction Doors 

Therma-Tru Sound Transmission Class- (STC) rated Noise Reduction 

doors deliver aesthetics with a commercial level of performance for 

residential projects. See page 190.

Constructed to help protect the interior of the home from �ying debris 

and high-velocity winds associated with tropical storms and hurricanes, 

these products are tested to meet codes and regulations in high-wind and 

coastal regions, including parts of Florida, Texas and the Carolinas.*

Impact Doors 

Feature a built-in 

24-gauge steel  

plate lining.

Without 
Cover

With Cover

Impact Lip-Lite Frame

Features durable, paintable 

aluminum construction. An attractive 

scrolled pro�le gives a thin, sleek 

appearance and a screw channel 

cover helps hide unsightly screws. 

Impact Glass 

Features special 

laminated glass 

construction.
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ArborwatchTM Decorative Glass  
for Classic-Craft® Premium Entryways

Create a warm welcoming. 

An eclectic interpretation of the Arts and Crafts movement, 

Arborwatch combines 1  narrow reed glass, 2  M seedy 

glass, 3  waterglass and caming in a symmetrical 

arrangement accented by 4  pale amber glass, 5  amber 

artique glass and 6  clear bevels to create a welcoming 

entryway suited for homes with Craftsman-style 

architectural elements.

Available in a wide range of sizes in all �ve  

Classic-Craft collections, starting on page 32.

To learn more about availability, call 1-800-843-7628.

Note: Glass privacy ratings may be more or less than indicated, based on  
glass design and size of glass. Glass design may differ from depiction due  
to size and hand craftsmanship of glass. See your Therma-Tru seller or visit  
www.thermatru.com for details on glass privacy ratings and designs, limited  
warranties and exclusions, and ENERGY STAR quali�ed products.
Top: Classic-Craft American Style Collection, Arborwatch Glass with SDLs,  
Door – CCA9300

Brushed NickelBlack Nickel

1 10
Glass Privacy Rating

6

5

2

1

3

4

6
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BorrassaTM Decorative Glass  
for Classic-Craft® Premium Entryways

A statement of strength and beauty.

A statement of strength and beauty, Borrassa combines linear  

and curved wrought iron with 1  hammered glass for the ultimate  

in privacy. Wrought iron decorative accents add an authentic  

Old World feel to this stately design. 

Available in Classic-Craft Mahogany, Rustic and Canvas 

Collections, starting on page 32.

Note: Glass privacy ratings may be more or less than indicated, based on  
glass design and size of glass. Glass design may differ from depiction due  
to size and hand craftsmanship of glass. See your Therma-Tru seller or visit  
www.thermatru.com for details on glass privacy ratings and designs, limited  
warranties and exclusions, and ENERGY STAR quali�ed products.
Top: Shown Left – Smooth-Star, Clear Glass with GBGs, Doors – S808;  
Shown Right – Classic-Craft Mahogany Collection, Borrassa Glass, Door – CCM81519

Wrought Iron

1

NEW

1 10
Glass Privacy Rating

10
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for Classic-Craft® Premium Entryways

Make a bold entrance.

Structured right angles are offset by dynamic curves in 

this high-energy design. Zaha features 1  oceana and 

2  seedy glass, 3  clear and 4  multifaceted bevels, and 

caming to create a refreshing and unexpected elegance 

that appeals to Contemporary home styles.

Available in Classic-Craft Mahogany, Rustic and Canvas 

Collections, starting on page 32.

Note: Glass privacy ratings may be more or less than indicated, based on  
glass design and size of glass. Glass design may differ from depiction due  
to size and hand craftsmanship of glass. See your Therma-Tru seller or visit  
www.thermatru.com for details on glass privacy ratings and designs, limited  
warranties and exclusions, and ENERGY STAR quali�ed products.
Top: Classic-Craft Canvas Collection, Zaha Glass, Door – CCV1843

Brushed NickelBlack Nickel

4

2

1

NEW

3

1 10
Glass Privacy Rating

3
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AxisTM Decorative Glass  
for Fiber-Classic®, Smooth-Star®, ProfilesTM, Traditions & Pulse® Doors

A touch of modern curb appeal.

Simple and smart, Axis combines 1  narrow reed glass in horizontal 

and vertical arrangements to create contrast and modest privacy.  

A vertical band of 2  clear glass bevels completes this linear design, 

ideal for Modern home styles.

Available in Fiber-Classic and Smooth-Star, starting on page 106, 

Pro�les and Traditions, starting on page 192, and Pulse, starting  

on page 222.

To learn more about availability, call 1-800-843-7628.

*Included in the limited warranty when installed in a Therma-Tru �berglass or  
steel door system.  
Note: Glass privacy ratings may be more or less than indicated,  
based on glass design and size of glass. Glass design may differ from depiction  
due to size and hand craftsmanship of glass. See your Therma-Tru seller or visit  
www.thermatru.com for details on glass privacy ratings and designs, limited  
warranties and exclusions, and ENERGY STAR quali�ed products.
Top: Pulse Ari, Axis Glass, Door – S83AX, ©TheHouseDesigners.com

Black Nickel

2

1

1 10
Glass Privacy Rating

7

Steel* WBDR / HVHZ 
Options 

Fiberglass*

NEW
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Flush-Glazed Door Style

A timeless look with broad appeal.

Perfect for front entry, yet versatile enough for patio. Get the 

timeless look of the 3/4-lite 1-panel door style with the beauty and 

performance of �ush-glazed glass in a smooth, paintable surface. 

Now in 8'0" height to complete the statement on a grand entrance 

with high ceilings.

Available with specialty glass. See the entire �ush-glazed selection 

available in a realistic wood grain or sleek, smooth surface, starting 

on page 169.

Flush-Glazed Fiberglass Door Replacement Rider 

Provides protection in case of accidental glass breakage during 

residential and multi-family construction or installation. Therma-Tru 

will replace the �ush-glazed �berglass door and glass.

Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for details on limited 
warranties and exclusions, Riders and ENERGY STAR qualified products.
Top: Smooth-Star, Clear Glass, Doors – S82200

Available Grid 
Patterns

Tru-Defense 
Eligible

NEW

3/4-Lite 1-Panel  
Flush-Glazed
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The Smooth-Star �berglass door portfolio expands to include 

the popular 2-panel square top and 6-panel door styles in 7'0" 

height. Designed to �t more openings, the 7'0" doors offer new 

options for taller entries with the same crisp, clean contours  

of this smooth, paintable �berglass door line.

Available with decorative and specialty glass to create more  

than 350 new door and glass combinations, starting on  

page 106. Look for the (  ) icon. For a quick reference of all the 

available 7'0" door style options, see the chart on page 258.

Smooth-Star® 7'0" Door Options

Reach new heights.

6-Panel2-Panel Square Top

*Solid-panel doors only.
Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for details on 
limited warranties and exclusions, Tru-Defense Rider and ENERGY STAR 
qualified products.
Top: Smooth-Star Door – S210, Clear Glass with GBGs, Sidelites – S308SL

Fire-Rated 
Options

Tru-Defense 
Eligible

WBDR   
Options*

NEW
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Interior 
4.5"

Exterior
5.5"

Up to 3" 
spread width.

Fit more replacement openings. Deliver the clean sight 

lines homeowners desire. This solution offers flexibility and 

aesthetics to meet the needs of the repair and remodel 

market with a continuous sill and head jamb, and spread 

mullion capability to fill 49"–75" rough openings.*

NEW inswing composite adjustable sill in continuous 

length accepts active door bottom and fixed sidelites, 

available on page 246.

*See the Therma-Tru 2015 Architectural Details & Components manual for actual unit size specifications.
**Composite adjustable sill included in the limited warranty when installed in a Therma-Tru fiberglass or steel door system, and Tru-Defense eligible when properly 
assembled and installed in a Therma-Tru fiberglass door system with all Therma-Tru specified system components in accordance with the Rider.
Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for details on limited warranties and exclusions, and Tru-Defense Rider.

With growing trends toward taller ceiling heights  

and taller doors, Therma-Tru expands its 8'0" 

Smooth-Star and Traditions product lines to  

include 1/2-lite 2-panel configurations.

Available with decorative and specialty glass, 

starting on page 107 for Smooth-Star and page 193 

for Traditions.

Note: See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for 
details on limited warranties and exclusions, Tru-Defense Rider and  
ENERGY STAR qualified products.
Left: Smooth-Star, Granite Glass, Door – S81929PXN

1/2-Lite 2-Panel Door Style 
for 8'0" Smooth-Star® & Traditions Doors

Continuous System  
with Spread Mullion Capability

Fiberglass** ProfilesTM & Pulse® 
Steel**

Traditions Steel** Tru-Defense 
Eligible**

Smooth-Star Traditions GlassTraditions Door

WBDR / HVHZ 
Options 

Tru-Defense 
Eligible

NEW

NEW
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Classic-Craft® Premium Entryways
New 8'0" Door Sizes, Styles & Glass Options
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Therma-Tru is proud to announce that our  

Classic-Craft premium entryways will soon be 

available in more sizes, styles and options to 

meet the growing trend toward taller doors and 

wider openings with a premium aesthetic. The 

additions feature the American Style Collection 

in a NEW 3'6" x 8'0" size, while our Rustic 

Collection expands its 3'0" x 8'0" and  

3'6" x 8'0" doors to include NEW panel designs, 

as well as NEW glass options. Looks like some 

of our most popular doors are about to become 

even more sought after.

New 8'0" Door Sizes, Styles & Glass Options

For a quick reference of our current 3'6" door style options, see the chart 

on page 257.

To learn more about availability, call 1-800-843-7628.

More to like about the doors you love.

Classic-Craft® American Style CollectionTM

Introducing the 3'6" x 8'0" Craftsman 2-panel �ush-glazed 
door with a bigger glass opening than other Therma-Tru®  
8'0" Craftsman doors. Available with decorative and 
specialty glass in simulated divided lite con�gurations.  
Pairs with existing 8'0" full-lite sidelites and a new dentil 
shelf scaled to �t for true Craftsman appeal.

Classic-Craft® Rustic CollectionTM

Introducing the 3'0" x 8'0" and 3'6" x 8'0" 2-panel square 
top doors with on-trend, wider panel embossments. 
Available with decorative and specialty glass options for 
new and existing 3'6" x 8'0" doors. Pairs with existing 8'0" 
full-lite sidelites, clavos and straps. 

Sample of the New Styles

shelf scaled to �t for true Craftsman appeal.shelf scaled to �t for true Craftsman appeal.shelf scaled to �t for true Craftsman appeal.shelf scaled to �t for true Craftsman appeal.shelf scaled to �t for true Craftsman appeal.

Sample of the New Styles
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Classic-Craft®  

Decorative & 

Specialty  

Glass Designs

Brushed NickelBlack Nickel

VillagerTM

Villager beautifully interprets 

the Craftsman chevron design 

with 1  bronze waterglass,  

2  seeded glass, 3  clear 

bevels, 4  gray artique glass 

and caming. Artistically 

authentic in every detail. 

Available in: 
American Style CollectionTM

NEW Mahogany CollectionTM

NEW Rustic CollectionTM

NEW Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

1 5 10
Glass Privacy Rating

4

1
2

3

Note: Glass privacy ratings may be more or less than indicated, based on glass design and size of glass. Glass designs may differ from depiction due 
to size of glass and hand craftsmanship. See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for more details.
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HomewardTM

The balanced Mission-style 

pattern of Homeward invites 

light to cascade through its 

distinctive 1  clear bevels,  

2  seeded glass and  

3  gray artique glass.  

An ideal complement for a 

Transitional home design. 

Available in: 
American Style CollectionTM

NEW Mahogany CollectionTM

NEW Rustic CollectionTM

NEW Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

1 4 10
Glass Privacy Rating

1

2

3

Brushed NickelBlack Nickel

BrassBlack Nickel

ArcadiaTM

With its timeless petal design, 

Arcadia combines 1  gray 

baroque glass, 2  seeded 

glass, 3  clear curved bevels 

and caming for a distinctive 

display that evokes a  

simpler time. 

Available in: 
Mahogany CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

Brushed Nickel

1 5 10
Glass Privacy Rating

1

2

3
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Note: Glass privacy ratings may be more or less than indicated, based on glass design and size of glass. Glass designs may differ from depiction due 
to size of glass and hand craftsmanship. See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for more details.

Wrought Iron

Augustine®

Augustine’s swirl leaf design 

adds that touch of elegance. 

Made of round wrought iron 

and 1  granite glass for the 

ultimate in privacy, Augustine 

pays homage to classic 

English styling.

Available in: 
NEW Mahogany CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Canvas Collection® 1

1 10
Glass Privacy Rating

10

Note: Features lite frame with 
authentic wrought iron look in a 
black finish. See image on page 65 
to see how it appears on a home.

Black Nickel

AshurstTM

Ashurst recalls the familiar 

feel of American-crafted 

sophistication. 1  Clear 

bevels, 2  double waterglass 

and caming come together to 

provide modest privacy with  

a traditional vibe. 

Available in: 
Mahogany CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Canvas Collection®

Brushed Nickel

1

21 10
Glass Privacy Rating

8
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Brushed Nickel

Brushed NickelBlack Nickel

BellaTM

As its name suggests, 

Bella’s design is delicate and 

appealing, bringing together 

1  clear bevels, 2  clear 

baroque glass, 3  rainglass, 

4  seeded glass, 5  bronze 

waterglass and caming. 

Available in: 
Mahogany CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

1 6 10
Glass Privacy Rating

1 6 10
Glass Privacy Rating

1

2

3

4

5

Black Nickel

1

2

3

4

5

6

NEW
NEW ArborwatchTM

Available 2nd Quarter 2015

An eclectic interpretation of 

the Arts and Crafts movement, 

Arborwatch combines 1  narrow 

reed glass, 2  M seedy glass, 

3  waterglass and caming in 

a symmetrical arrangement 

accented by 4  pale amber 

glass, 5  amber artique glass 

and 6  clear bevels.

Available in: 
American Style CollectionTM

Mahogany CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®
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1 10
Glass Privacy Rating

10

Note: Glass privacy ratings may be more or less than indicated, based on glass design and size of glass. Glass designs may differ from depiction due 
to size of glass and hand craftsmanship. See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for more details.

BrassBlack Nickel

Brushed Nickel

ProvincialTM

A unique diamond-based 

motif features 1  double 

waterglass, 2  clear bevels 

and caming surrounded  

by a 3  gray baroque glass 

border. Provincial captivates 

with stunning clarity. 

Available in: 
Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

1 6 10
Glass Privacy Rating

3

1

2

Wrought Iron

NEW BorrassaTM

A statement of strength and 

beauty, Borrassa combines 

linear and curved wrought iron 

with 1  hammered glass for 

the ultimate in privacy. Wrought 

iron decorative accents add an 

authentic Old World feel to this 

stately design.

Available in: 
Mahogany CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Canvas Collection® 1

NEW

Note: Features lite frame with 
authentic wrought iron look in a 
black finish. See image on page 274 
to see how it appears on a home.
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LongfordTM

The traditional design of 

Longford integrates a hint of 

a Celtic knot with 1  seeded 

glass, 2  clear bevels, 3  

granite glass and caming.  

A timeless design ideal for 

entries where modest privacy  

is desired. 

Available in: 
Mahogany CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Canvas Collection®

1 8 10
Glass Privacy Rating

3
1

2

Black Nickel Brushed Nickel

BrassBlack Nickel

Brushed Nickel

CambridgeTM

Ornate and enchanting, 

Cambridge exhibits a traditional 

19th century-inspired elegance 

with modest privacy using 1  

crystalline glue chip glass, 2  

clear curved bevels, 3  double 

waterglass and caming. 

Available in: 
Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM

Canvas Collection®

1
3

1 10
Glass Privacy Rating

8
2
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1 10
Glass Privacy Rating

3

Black Nickel Brushed Nickel

Lucerna®

Named for the beauty of 

light it re�ects, Lucerna glass 

presents an elegant, updated 

�eur-de-lis pattern in a 

spectrum of 1  curved,  

2  diamond and 3  rectangular 

bevels surrounded by smooth, 

swirling 4  barn wood and 

heavily textured 5  diamond 

border glass. 

Available in: 
Mahogany CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

1 7 10
Glass Privacy Rating

1

2

3 4

5

Note: Glass privacy ratings may be more or less than indicated, based on glass design and size of glass. Glass designs may differ from depiction due 
to size of glass and hand craftsmanship. See your Therma-Tru seller or visit www.thermatru.com for more details.

NEW ZahaTM

Structured right angles are 

offset by dynamic curves in 

this high-energy design. Zaha 

features 1  oceana and  

2  seedy glass, 3  clear and 

4  multifaceted bevels, and 

caming to create a refreshing 

and unexpected elegance that 

appeals to Contemporary  

home styles.

Available in: 
Mahogany CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Canvas Collection®

Brushed NickelBlack Nickel

1

2

3

4

NEW
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Rainglass

An elegantly  

fashioned  

glass, featuring 

ripples of  

cascading water.

Available in: 
American Style 
CollectionTM

Mahogany 
CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

Granite Glass

A coarse grained 

arrangement with 

surface detail  

over the entirety  

of glass.

Available in: 
American Style 
CollectionTM

Mahogany 
CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

Glass Privacy Rating

1 10

Privacy Glass

Chord Glass

A vertical �owing 

pattern reminiscent 

of waves  

on the water.

Available in: 
American Style 
CollectionTM

Mahogany 
CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

Chinchilla 
Glass

A free-�owing  

con�guration,  

presenting quiet 

lines and curves.

Available in: 
American Style 
CollectionTM

Mahogany 
CollectionTM

Rustic CollectionTM

Oak CollectionTM 
Canvas Collection®

Glass Privacy Rating

1 10

Glass Privacy Rating

1 8

Glass Privacy Rating

1 10

10
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Clavos & Strap Hinges 
Add a finishing touch of Rustic flavor with decorative 

hardware in an authentic, hand-forged wrought iron look  

with a black finish. Includes pyramid and round clavos, and  

strap hinges.

Top: Classic-Craft Rustic Collection Door – CCR205; Rainglass, Sidelites – 
CCR3400XRSL; Clavos & Strap Hinges

1"

18"

1-½" 1-¼" 1"1-¾" 1-¼"
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Top: Classic-Craft American Style Collection, Low-E Glass with SDLs, Door – CCA8230, Sidelites – CCA3500SL, Dentil Shelf

Dentil Shelves
Complete the look with a dentil shelf for true Craftsman 

appeal or to complement other architectural elements around 

the house. Includes 4- and 16-block options.

Classic-Craft® American Style CollectionTM 4-Block Dentil Shelf

Classic-Craft® American Style CollectionTM 16-Block Dentil Shelf

Classic-Craft® Canvas Collection® 4-Block Dentil Shelf
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